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Abstract 
In this paper we shall analyze a class of a posteriori error indicators for an electromagnetic scattering problem for 
Maxwell's equations in the presence of a bounded, inhomogeneous and anisotropic scatterer. Problems of this type arise 
when computing the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with biological tissue. We briefly recall existence and unique- 
ness theory associated with this problem. Then we show how a posteriori error indicators can be derived using an adjoint 
equation approach. The error indicators use both the jump in normal and tangential components of the field across faces 
in the mesh. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Suppose a bounded, anisotropic and inhomogeneous body is illuminated by a time-harmonic in- 
cident electromagnetic wave. The incident field will interact with the inhomogeneity to produce 
a scattered field. The total field, which is the sum of  the incident and scattered fields, satisfies 
Maxwell 's equations and the approximation of  this field (or equivalently the scattered field) will 
be the subject of  this paper. Such problems arise, for example, in computing the interaction of  
electromagnetic radiation with biological tissue. A schematic of  the scattering problem is shown 
in Fig. 1. 
To write down the equations atisfied by the fields, we need some definitions. We suppose that 
the medium is characterized by a permittivity e = e(x),  a permeability #= #(x)  and a conductivity 
tr = a(x).  All these are assumed to be uniformly bounded, symmetric matrix functions of  position, 
and in addition e and /~ are supposed to be uniformly positive definite while a is positive semi- 
definite. For simplicity, in this paper, we shall assume that all the coefficients are smooth functions 
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Fig. 1. A schematic of the scattering problem showing the bounded scatterer. A known incident field interacts with the 
scatterer and produces a scattered field. 
of position (this can be relaxed considerably see [19, 17, 26]). Of course, in practice, discontinuous 
coefficients are of considerable interest. 
Since the inhomogeneity is bounded, we assume that there are positive real constants b, e0 and 
#o such that 
e(x) =eoI, kt(x) = #oi and a(x) = 0 
if Ix I >~ b where I is the identity matrix. 
We wish to compute time harmonic solutions with frequency 09. We define the wave-number k 
and functions v(x) and n(x) by 
( itr(~oX) ) k= x/Uo#oa~, V(X)=l%#- l (X) ,  n (x )=eo I e(x) + 
The known incident electric field is denoted by E ~ and is assumed to satisfy the homogeneous 
Maxwell system 
V × V × E i - k2 E i = O in~3. 
A typical choice for E i is the plane wave 
E i =(d  ×p)  × d exp(ikx • d) 
where d is a unit vector describing the direction of propagation and p is the constant polarization 
vector (see [8]). More generally we might be interested in incident fields from point sources. These 
incident fields can also be accommodated by the theory provided the source is outside a sphere 
containing the scatterer. 
If we denote by E the total electric field and E S the scattered electric field, then E satisfies the 
Maxwell system: 
V×vV×E-  k2nE=O in ~3. (1.1a) 
The incident, scattered and total fields are related by 
E = E i + E s in ~3 (1.1b) 
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and the following condition at infinity is needed to complete the problem 
lim ((V x E ~) x x - i k rE  ~) = 0 
r---~ oG 
(1.1c) 
where r= Ix]. Eq. (1.1c) is the Silver-M/iller adiation condition which guarantees that the scattered 
field is outgoing. 
To approximate (1.1) by finite elements we need to reduce the problem to a problem on a bounded 
domain. We adopt the Dirichlet to Neumann map approach (see [17] for details). Let Be be the ball 
of radius R centered at the origin with R > b and let FR = ~Be. For a given tangential field ~. on 
FR, we define u(2) to be the solution of 
~7 x ~7 × u - k2tt = 0 in ~3 \ BR, 
: f×u=2 onFe, 
lira ((V x u)  x x - i k ru )  = O. 
I '~  oC 
(1.2a) 
(1.2b) 
(1.2c) 
This problem has a unique solution for any 2EH-L"2(Div;FR) where the surface space H -L2 
(Div; Fe) is the space of tangential vector fields on Fe in (H-I/2(_FR)) 3 with surface divergence in 
H-I"2(FR). For the simple case of a spherical artificial boundary considered here a series expansion 
for u is well known (see for example [8]). Using this expansion we can see that 
I 
.it × -f~(~7 X U)lr~ E H-1/E(Div; FR) 
and hence we can define the operator Ge :H-~/2(Div; FR)~ H-1/2(Div; FR) by 
1 
G~2 = d: x ~(V x u(,~))lr.. 
Since we shall need the expansion later, we summarize it now (see [17] for details). Let {ym(.~)}, 
m = -n , . . . ,  n be an orthonormal sequence of spherical harmonics of order n on the unit sphere, 
normalized such that (Y,,', Y,,~,') = 6mm,6,,,. The basis functions for tangential fields on Fx are then 
1 
m X7 ym and V~'=.~xU,  m, m=-n ,  ..,n, nEN.  (1.3) U;, nv/h~+ 1) r ,, 
Here Vr is the gradient on the unit sphere. On the sphere of radius R these functions are not 
orthonormal, but only orthogonal (with a factor of R 2 for the nonzero inner products). 
Any tangential vector field 2 E H-~/2(Div; FR) can be written in the form 
2= ~ ~ {a,,,mU~ m + b .... I/~} (1.4) 
I I~ l  I~l=--n 
with bounded norm 
1 m } II = v / l+n(n+l ) l  a .... 12+ / l+n(n+ 12 
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Given 2 c H-1/2(Div; FR) we can show that 
Ge,Z" =:~ x HS= - i kR  U; m + ~ . 
n=l  m=--n  
where 
6,, = kR + 1. 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
Proceeding formally, we can use G~ to reduce (1.1) to a problem on a bounded omain. For two 
vector fields u and v we define 
(u ,v )=~ u .~ dV and (u, r) = f r  u .~ dA 
R R 
(we will also use (-, .) to denote suitable duality pairings on FR). Let ~ = x/r  (this is the unit outer 
normal to BR). Then using (1.1b) in (1.1a) we have 
X7 × v~7 x E S - k=nE S = f 
where f = -(~7 x v~ x E i -  kZnE i) (note that f = 0 if Ixl > b). Now multiplying this equation by 
a smooth test function, integrating over BR and using integration by parts we obtain 
( f ,40  
=(~7 x v~7 x E ~, dp) - k2(nE ~, rb) 
=(v~7 x ES,~7 x ~b) - kZ(nES, r~) + (:~ x v~7 x E~,(~ x q~) x ~). (1.7) 
Using Ge and the fact that E ~ satisfies the homogeneous Maxwell equations (1.2a) outside BR and 
the radiation condition (1.2c) we know that 
~c x vV x E s = ikGe(;r x E~). 
We are now ready to state a precise variational formulation for the Maxwell system (1.1) that we 
shall study in the remainder of the paper. Let 
H(cur l ;BR)= {uE  (LZ(BR))3 I V x uC (L2(BR))3), 
then we seek E ~ EH(curl;BR) such that 
(v~Y x E ~, ~7 x gp) - k=(nE s, gp) 
+ik(Ge(.~ x ES),(.~ x ~}) x .~') = ( f ,  ~) (1.8) 
for all 4~ E H(curl; BR). Note that if a function u E H(curl; BR), then (~ x u) × ~ is in the dual space 
of H 1/2(Div; FR) so (1.8) is well defined (see [17] for details). 
Eq. (1.8) can be used to understand many of the current finite element methods for approximat- 
ing the Maxwell's equations. For example the coupled boundary element - finite element scheme 
approximates Ge using boundary element echniques and E s using finite elements [13, 20, 2]. The 
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Keller-Givolli scheme approximates G~ using a series expansion [14]. The approach of [1 1] is some- 
what different and replaces the term Ge(~ × E s) by an integral representation f the field computed 
from data within BR. All these techniques involve a nonlocal boundary operator which complicates 
implementation [ 16]. 
2. Continuous problem 
The analysis of (1.8) is complicated by three factors. First, in common with many scattering 
problems, the bilinear form is not coercive due to the term -k2(nE s, d?). Second the bilinear form 
(v27 × E s, 27 × 40 is not coercive on H(curl;BR) and finally n is a complex symmetric matrix func- 
tion. These problems can be handled by a combination of standard tricks which we shall outline in 
this section. 
The first step in the analysis of (1.8) is to prove uniqueness of solutions of (1.1). Most uniqueness 
results to date are for scalar coefficients. For real matrix valued coefficients [19] proves uniqueness if
the coefficients are twice continuously differentiable. More recently Hazard [1 1] has proved unique- 
ness if e, o- and p are piecewise Lipschitz scalar functions of position. Potthast [26] proves uniqueness 
for complex, matrix values n(x) and it is his theorem we quote: 
Theorem 2.1. (Potthast [26]). Suppose # = #o and assume n(x) is three times continuously differ- 
entiable (and satisfies the other conditions outlined in the introduction) then there is at most one 
solution to the Maxwell  problem (1.1). 
Obviously there is still some room for improving the uniqueness result for matrix valued coeffi- 
cients to include less smooth coefficients (piecewise analytic for example) and variable p. 
Once uniqueness i  verified, the analysis of Kirsch and Monk [17] shows that (1.8) has a unique 
solution. Unfortunately [17] has an error which was corrected in a later notice [15]. The basis of the 
corrected argument is to write the problem as an operator equation to which the Fredholm alternative 
theorem applies. In doing this it is useful to factor out the null-space of the curl operator. This can 
be done from the point of view of mixed methods [1] but we prefer to use the classical Helmholtz 
decomposition, which must be extended to allow for a complex valued weight matrix n(x) and 
boundary operator. We define the spaces 
r : = {Vp:  p 
Y+ : = {u e H(curl; BR) : - k2(nu ,  27q) q- ik(Ge(~ × u), 27rq) = 0 
Vq C HI(BR)} 
= {u EH(curl; BR): 27- (nu) = 0 in BR and 
k2~ • u = ik27r • Ge(~ × u) on F~}. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
and show that 
H(curl;BR) = Y • Y+. 
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First, we determine p c HI(BR)/~ with 
a(Vp, Vq) = b(Vq) for all q c/t~(BR), (2.3) 
which is exactly the problem of determining p E H~(BR)/~ such that 
ik (Ge(~ × Vp),  Vrq) = ( f ,  Vq) (2.4) - k2(nVp, Vq) + -~ 
for all q E HI(BR)/~. This problem can be uniquely solved as was shown in [17]. Having determined 
p complete the determination of E by solving w c Y+ from the equation 
a(w, qt) = b(qt) - a(Vp,~,) for allqJc Y+. (2.5) 
The factor 1/R arises because 
1 Oq^ 
Vq = ~Vrq  + -~x . 
Assuming that this problem has a unique solution, the desired field is E = w + Vp. 
To determine w we use the Fredholm theory. We split the bilinear form into a = at + ~ where 
al(U, V) : (V  X U, V X ~) ~- (nu, v) + ik( GZ(Yc × u), I~T) , 
~l(u, v) = - (k  2 + 1 ) (nu, v) + ik(G~(Y¢ × u), vq-). 
where 
G~,~ = Z - ikR -~, u m + -~ V m 
n=O m=--n 
+ /--~ . :o  m:- - ,  
= " G]J, + G2i~. (2.6) 
and 
3, = kR(,~)t, fl)w~o + 1. (2.7) 
h~ )(iR) 
Now, & is coercive over Y+ and ~1 defines a compact operator on the same space. Fredholm 
theory can then be applied [17] (using the uniqueness result) to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.2. (Kirsch and Monk [17]). Under the hypotheses of Theorem (2.1) and assuming 
f E (LZ(BR)) 3, there exists a unique solution to (1.8). 
At this stage we can apply finite element methods to discretize (1.8) and prove optimal error 
estimates [ 17]. 
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3. Finite element approximation 
A finite element discretization of (1.8) now proceeds by constructing a finite element subspace 
of H(curl;BR). There are many possibilities. For example it is possible to use standard continuous 
elements (see for example [18, 6, 3, 9]) although explicit "ellipticization" of the bilinear form is 
often felt necessary (this consists of adding divergence terms to the bilinear form). This approach 
works well if n is continuous (a similar approach computing with the magnetic field can be applied 
if p is continuous). We will instead describe the use of edge elements to discretize (1.8) which 
have the advantage of handling, in principle, discontinuous e, tr and p without modification of the 
bilinear form (although the theoretical analysis of problems with discontinuous coefficients is not 
covered by this paper). We shall use the edge elements of [24]. A second family of edge elements 
due to [23, 25, 22] could also be used. 
Suppose that BR is meshed using a regular and quasi-uniform tetrahedral mesh denoted Zh (with 
curvilinear tetrahedra near the outer boundary FR [10]). Suppose the maximum diameter of the 
elements in the mesh in h. We shall describe only the lowest order edge element space (due to 
[24]). These elements are also referred to as Whitney elements after on earlier use in geometry. In 
the brief description of these elements given next we shall ignore the curvilinear nature of the mesh 
near FR. There are a number of ways of handling the curved domain. Since the boundary condition 
is natural there, we can simply allow curvilinear elements (as in [21]) or map the elements to fit the 
boundary [10]. Both these methods of handling the boundary ield spaces that have the properties 
and estimates used in this paper. 
For an element K E Zh let 
RK = xx,  aK, bKEC 3} 
then the finite element subspace Vh C H(curl; BR is given by 
V~, = {Uh EH(curl; BR)[ UhIK ~RK VK~Vh}. 
Note that Vh does not contain all linear polynomials. The degrees of freedom for Vh are defined 
elementwise [24] by 
EK={/u .~ds le~ anedgeof  K with unit tangent vector @ . 
Since the degrees of freedom are associated with edges, the elements are called edge elements 
(Fig. 2). 
Using these degrees of freedom it is possible to construct an interpolation operator on functions 
in (H2(BR)) 3 where H2(BR) is the Sobolev space of twice differentiable functions in the L2 sense (a 
weaker space, but not (HI(BR)) 3, is possible). The interpolation operator h has the following error 
estimate: 
Ilu - rhulln cur ; R>" =w/ll u - rhull 2( R) + I IV x - -  rhU)ll =(  l 
(3.1) 
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f 
Fig. 2. Here we depict the degrees of freedom of the linear edge lement. The degrees of freedom are the average values 
of the tangential component of the field along each edge. 
The discrete problem is to find E] E Vh such that 
(vX7 × E~,~7 × gPh) -- k2(nE~,ckh) 
+ik (Ge(i × E~),(:~ x ~bh) x ~) = ( f ,  ~bh) 
for all ~h E Vh and we can prove the following optimal estimate [17]: 
Theorem 3.1. The discrete solution E~ E Vh is well defined for all h sufficiently small and 
ii Es - E~llH, cur,;BR) <<. ChlIESlI,=(BR). 
(3.2) 
4. A Posteriori error estimates 
In practice we would like to have a posteriori error estimates to help with selective mesh refine- 
ment. Note that there is a limit on the maximum diameter of the elements in a grid imposed by the 
non-coercivity of the bilinear form (or the oscillatory nature of the solution). This requires that hk be 
sufficiently small for the interpolant to have reasonable accuracy (although even this is not sufficient 
for accuracy [4, 12]). However selective mesh refinement to deal with changes in parameters or 
geometric features may still be needed to guarantee accuracy. 
Let Fin t denote the set of all faces in the mesh interior to BR, and let Fr denote the set of all faces 
on FR. For each face f let K 1, be the element of largest diameter having f as a face. In addition, 
let hK be the diameter of element K and hf be the diameter of a face f in the mesh. Now we shall 
prove: 
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Theorem 4.1. Under the conditions of  this paper there is a constant C independent of  E s, E~ and 
h such that 
l i e  S - E ,~I I~(8 .> 
KI~' -  v 
1/2 
s 2 n s 2 ) x vV × E~ + k E~,IIL:~K) 
/ 
+ h,<, II {hi × ,,V × N} I  11~2~t~ 
\fEFini 
+ hK, l int  x vV x E~ - ikae(.O x E~)IIL,(/) 
\ fEFr 
+ h~llV . f  - k~v ~ • (nE~) I IL : (K~ 
( ; 
Fire 
+ h,~,.llkZi • E 2 - i kVr .  G~,(i x E')IIL..~j> 
where ['It denotes the jump in the quantity across the face f ,  and n r is a normal to face f 
(chosen outward on FR). 
Remark 
1. For higher-order edge schemes the weighting factors for the first three terms on the right-hand side 
would change due to the superior approximation properties of the discrete spaces (higher powers 
of h could be used). The weighting of the remaining three terms would not change because of 
the regularity property used in the proof. 
2. The theorem shows that it is necessary to use both jumps in the tangential and normal components 
(suitably weighted by n) across element faces. This agrees with the analysis of Beck et al. [5] 
where they analyze error estimators for the coercive constant coefficient problem on a bounded 
domain that arises in the numerical solution of the time dependent Maxwell equations in a cavity. 
In this case they are able to provide asymptotically exact estimators. 
3. The constants in this error estimate are difficult to estimate and depend on k. It is likely that as 
k increases the constants increase. 
The adjoint approach to a posteriori error estimation first defines a suitable adjoint solution driven 
by the actual error in the solution. Let z C H(curl; B,~) satisfy 
a(q~,z) = (ndJ, E ~ - E;), V~bEH(curl;Be). (4.1) 
Our first lemma of this section confirms that z exists uniquely and gives some of its properties. 
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Lemma 4.2. There exists a unique solution z to (4.1). Furthermore z=u+XTs where u EH(curl;BR) 
and s c HI(BR)/~ where 
a(Vp, Vs) = (nVp, E S - E~), 
and 
V p e Hr(BR)/[~, 
a(4~, u) = (n4~, (E s - E~)) - a(4~, Vs) V4~ e H(curl; Be). 
Furthermore s satisfies the following a priori estimate." 
IIV'slIL2~sR~ ~< CIIE s - E~IIL2~eR~. (4.2) 
In addition, if the coefficients in e and v are smooth functions of  position 
IlUlIH=~B.~ ~< Gl le  S - E£11L=~8.,. (4.3) 
Remark. The reason for splitting z into two parts is to obtain a smooth part u and a correction Vs. 
This allows the proof of the a priori estimate (4.3). A glance at the proof shows that all that is 
really needed is that e and v are smooth enough for the a priori estimate 
h LZ(BR) 
KC~h 
to hold. 
To prove this lemma we first need to study the adjoint of the operator G,, denoted G,*. To do this 
we need to recall that the space 
H-'/2(Curl; FR) = {uG(H-t/2(FR))3I fc.  U=0 and Vr~ x uEH- ' /2(FR)} 
is the dual space to H-1/Z(Div; ;FR) in the L2(FR) inner product. We have the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.3. The operator G~*, is a bounded operator from H-1/2(Curl; FR) into itself. I f  ¢k E H -t': 
(Curl; FR) is given by 
~)= Z ~n, mUnm-}- J~n.mVm 
n=l m=--n 
then 
n=[ m=--n 
where 
6~ = kR(h~ ~ )'(kR) 
&2)(kn) 
+1 
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and h~ 2) is the spherical Hankel  function o f  second type. Furthermore G~ gp may be characterized 
as follows. Let  z satisfy 
xT x XT xz -k2z=O in ~3\~R, (4.4) 
zr = ~ on FR, (4.5) 
(x7 x Z) × x + ikrzr --~ 0 as r ~ oo (4.6) 
where Zr = (~ x z)  × Yc then G,*~4~ = (1/ik)(X7 × u)r on FR. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. G~ is defined by duality as follows (using the orthogonality of the surface 
basis functions (the factor of R 2 comes  from the ratio of the area of FR to the area of the unit 
sphere): 
~ ikR - 6, 
=R 2 . _ .  -b .  = + a . .=b,  m 
?i=] m~-n 
• . , . .= ,=__====-- -v==- lo ,=/~ =)dA.  
This proves the series definition of G I since 6~, 2) = i=. But if 4> f/-V2(Curl;  F=), 
- 1 n=l  . . . .  ~ 1 )  + v /~ + 1)ll='m[= 
and, using the fact that there are constants c~ and c2 such that cjn <~ [6=[ <~ c2n [16], we have 
i [ ]6(n2)'2 [~nm[2 k2R2 ) 
C ~ v /~+ 1)[fl='m[2 + x/n(= + 1) 
n=l m=--n 
C 2 
This proves the claimed boundedness of the operator. 
The proof of the representation f G~* in terms of the solution of a scattering problem can also 
be done directly by a series argument. Let the volume basis functions M m and N~ be defined by 
L M" (x)  = ~7 × x?)(k[x[)Y~(£c), and Nm(x)  = ~7 × M~,  
ik 
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then following [8] the solution z of (4.4) and (4.6) can be written as 
n 
Z = Z ~ (Tn.mMnm + ~n.mNm)" 
n=l  m=--n 
Since [16], on FR, 
(2 x My)  x 2 = -h~2) (kR)v /~ + 1)V~ m, 
(2 x N2) x 2 = i~(h~2)(kR) + kR(h~2))'(kR))v/~ + 1)U, m, 
we deduce from (4.5) that 
1 
])n,m : ~ ~))h(n2)(kR)~ . . . .  
1 ikR 
~n, m --  
x/n(n + 1) h~)(kR) + kR(h~,Z)),(kR) ~ .... " 
Then 
(4.7) 
(4.81 
ik .=, . . . .  + 1) h(.2)(kR) + kR(h° )'(kR) 
1 _ Nn'~ 
+ v~ +~h(.2~(kn) l~ . . . .  ) 
restricting to Fe and using (4.7) and (4.8) again proves the representation f G2. [] 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Using the definition of z (4.1) z EH(curl;Be) satisfies 
(vV x dp, V x z) - k2(ndp, z) + ik < Ge(2 x 4,(2 x q~) x 2 > =(n4~,E s - E~)gpEH(curl;BR). 
Hence via the definition of adjoint operator G~, and the fact that v is real symmetric, we can see 
that z is the weak solution of the Maxwell system: 
V × vV x z - k2~z =-~(ES - ESh) inBR, 
(~7 × z)r = ikG~(zv) on FR. 
Hence, using the characterization f G~ in Lemma 4.3, we see that z = w],R where w is the weak 
solution of the scattering problem: 
V x vV × w-  k2-~w =g ~ •3, 
lim ( (V × w) × x + ikrw) = O, 
r~oo  
where 
g(x)= {o(ES-E~)  if xcBe ,  
otherwise. 
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Taking the complex conjugate of this equation reduces us to a standard scattering problem as studied 
in Section 2. Hence the existence of a unique z is verified by the theory outlined in the previous 
section, and the estimate (4.2) follows from the same analysis. 
The field u (extended to all of ~3) satisfies 
27 × v27 × u - k2~u = F in Bq 3, 
lira ((27 x u)  × x + ikru)  = O, 
/ '---~ OG 
where F ELe(Be)  is defined by 
(nO,F )  = (n~, (E  ~ - ESh)) -- a (O ,27s) ,  V~, E H(curl;BR) 
and is extended to ~3 by zero. Note that if we choose ~, = 27~ for any ~CHI (BR) /R  we have 
(n27~,F) =0 for any ~cHI (BR) /~ SO that :~ .F=0 on FR and so 27. (fiF) =0 in all of ~3. Thus 
u satisfies a standard scattering problem and because ~F is divergence free (see [19, p. 168]): 
Ilull.=¢  > CIIFII =<  > f i l e  S - [] (4.9) 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Using Lemma (4.2), we know that there is a unique solution z E H(curl; BR) 
to the adjoint problem 
a(dp, z )  = (nck , (E  ~ - E~)) ,  V~bEa(curl;BR). (4.10) 
Furthermore 
z=u+ 27s 
where s EHJ (BR) /~ 's  and z ~H(curl;BR), 
Thus, choosing 4~ = E S -  E~ in (4.10) and using the fact that E S -  E~ satisfies the finite element 
"orthogonality" relation 
a(E  S - E~, ¢kh) = O, ~/~kh E Sh, 
we have 
(n (E  S - E~), (E s - E~)) =a(E  S - E~,u)  + a (E  s - E~,Vs)  
= a (E  ~ - E~, u - uh) + a (E  s - E~, 27(s - sh)),  (4.1 1 ) 
for any uh E Vh and any sh E Sh. 
We shall estimate the error in two parts. We start with the first term on the right-hand side of 
(4.1 1 ). Writing the inner product as a sum of element-wise inner products, then using the fact that 
E S satisfies (1.8), and finally integrating by parts on each element we have 
a(E  S - E~,u  - uh) = (v27 x (E  s - E~), 27 × (u - uh))  - kZ(n(E  s - E~) , (u  - uh))  
+ik  <re(  × (E  s - × (u - uh)) × 
=(f  ,u  - uh) - (vV  × E~, V x (u  - Uh)) + k2(nE~, (u  - uh))  
- i k  (G~( i  × E~) , (~ x (u - Uh)) X :f) 
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s 2 s : ~ [ ( f -VxvVxE~+knE~,u-uh)K  
KCZh 
- (n~V x e~,n~ x (u - u~))~] 
+ik (G~(i x E~),(£c × (u - Uh)) × £C) 
J 
(4.12) 
where (., ")K is the (L2(K)) 3 inner product, (., ")~K is the duality pairing between H-li2(Div; FR) and 
H-l/2Div; FR)' on ~3K, and nK is the outward normal to K. 
If n i denotes a normal to a face f (chosen outward on FR) and if ['It denotes the jump of the 
quantity across a face f ,  we may rewrite (4.12) as 
a(E ~ - E~,u - Uh) = { ~-~( f  -- • X VV X E~ + k2nESh,u - tth)K 
Kczh 
+ Z ([nfxvVxE~]f,(nfx(u--uh))xnr)f 
.f EFi.t 
+ y~ <fcx vV x E; - ikGe(Yc x E;),(.~ x (u - Uhl) X .~)f }. 
fEFr 
Next we choose Uh =rhu (this is possible since u E H2(O)). Then using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal- 
ity and the error estimate for u-  rhu from (3.1) together with a similar estimate for the interpolant 
on the faces of the mesh, we get 
la( E S - E~, u - uh)l 
<. IIf - V x vV  x E~ + k nE2IIL2(K~Ilu -- u,,IIL2~K~ 
+ ~ II [nr x vV  x E~] f II~w>llni x (u - uh)) x n.rll~w~ 
f EFi., 
+ II.e × vV x E,~ - ikGe(;~ X E~,)ll~w)ll(.e x (~ - u~)) x -ell~w)} 
SEFr 
s 2 s <~ C ~ [if - V × vV × E~ + k nE~Nr2(K)hKI[UiIH2(X ) 
K C'c h 
fEFint 
+ Z I1~ x vV × E~, - ikG<(.~ x EDIl~w~hrllull,,,<z~}. 
fEFr 
(4.13) 
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Next we use the following estimate which is valid for any q E Hl(Kf) with constant C independent 
of the mesh parameter hK (for a regular mesh) 
( 1 2)  
]lq[l~2(f, ~ C IIqI[L2(K,,IIVqIIL2¢K,) + -~K, IIqIIL~¢K,) (4.14) 
where K 1 is a tetrahedron with f as one face. With this estimate we have 
Ch - 1/2 Ilull,,,(j  K, IlUlI.= K,)- 
Using this estimate in (4.13) followed by the a priori estimate (4.9) provides the following estimate 
for [a(E s - E~,u - Uh)l: 
s s 2 [a(ES - E~,u - uh)[ <~ C h~I[ f  - XT × vV  × E2 + k2nE2]lc2(x) 
+ / jE~F'n / I/2 hK, [I [nf × vV × Ei] s 2 
l 
+ hK, llfC × VV × ESh -- ikGe(5C x E~)[IL2(.[, ) lIE s - E~IIL~-(BR). 
J E r 
(4.15) 
The next step is to estimate the error in a(E  S-E~,  V(s - -sh) ) .  This is the error due to approximating 
the divergence of the electric field. Again using (1.8), rewriting the integrals element-wise and 
integrating by parts we obtain 
a(E  s - E~,, ~7(s - Sh)) 
= -- kZ(n~rE ~ - E~h, ~7(s -- Sh)) + ik(Ge(:~ × (E s - E~)), ~7(s - sh)) 
= - Z (V  . f  + k2V • (nE~),s - Sh)K -- ~ kZ(nK • (nE~),s -- Sh),=K 
KGrh KE~h 
+ ~ ik(Ge(Yc x E~) ,V(s  -Sh) ) r .  
[cF r  
We take Sh E Sh to be the Scott-Zhang interpolant of s [7] which is defined on functions in HI(BR). 
We have also assumed that f has a well-defined global divergence so there is no jump in the normal 
component o f f  across faces in the mesh ( f  = 0 in the neighborhood of FR). 
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Next we integrate by parts on the boundary FR and rewrite the face integrals by grouping the 
integrals over the face of each element: 
a(E  s - ESh, 27(s - Sh)) 
= - E(V " f  + k2V • (nESh),S -- Sh)K -- Z k2<[vf " (nE~h)]'s -- Sh)f 
K E'ch f ff-Fint 
- Z ( k~ i  e~ - V~. Ge(~ x e ; ) ,~  - ~h>.;. 
fCFR 
I f f  has jumps in the normal component across element faces (i.e. does not have a global divergence), 
this would introduce some factors n. f in the face integral terms. 
For the exact field, if we take the divergence of (1.1) we see that -k2V • (nES)---V-f. In addition 
k2yc • E ~ = ikXTrGe(fC × E s) which just specifies continuity of the normal component of E s across FR. 
So the above equality just uses the residuals of these terms to estimate the gradient error. 
Using the fact that n = I on FR, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (4.14) and estimates for the 
interpolant we obtain 
la(E s - E~,, xT(s - Sh))[ 
<<" Z II V ' f + keV " (nEZ)l lc-~K)l ls - ShlIL~K) + ~ k2ll[nr • (nED] lk2~f ) [ l s  - shlk2~f, 
K E rh .['C Fim 
+ E I Ik2yc" ESh -- i kVr .  Ge(f¢ x E2)llL2(s)lls - shl L2(f) 
s~r~ 
~< ~ [IV " f + k2V • (nEDIk~(K~l ls  - sh lk2(~ 
KCzh 
s ~1/2 u 
fcFint 
s S --1/2 h'/Zll s s~ll.,~,~) +c Z II k~'~ E2 - i kVr .  Ge(~ x E~)l[c2(f ) (hx; I[s - s~ll~,~ + ~, - 
f EFR 
r i l e  s E211 h2llV . f  + keV ~ 2 
_ . (nE;)llL~(x ~ 
hKrll[ns ~ 2 
• (ngh)] II~s~ + 
\ f¢  int 
s ESMi  2 + y]  h;~, IIk~:~. E~ - i kVr .  Ge(~C x h,,,L~f) , 
f cFR 
where Kf is a tetrahedron with f as one face and we have used the a priori estimate (4.2) to 
estimate IIsllw~a). Combining the above estimate and (4.15) in (4.11) completes the proof. [] 
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